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Abstract 
Background and Aim: One of the main 
objectives of cochlear implant surgery for 
parents, specialists, and trainers is that children 
can realize their needs using verbal communi-
cation skills. This is while there are a few instr-
uments for evaluating children’s communication 
performance after cochlear implant surgery. The 
present study was conducted with the aim  
of adapting and investigating psychometric 
properties of the Persian version of the Func-
tioning after Pediatric Cochlear Implantation 
(FAPCI). 
Methods: The present study is a test 
development, in which FAPCI was translated 
into Persian and then culturally adapted with 
conditions in Iran. To do so, 60 parents of 
children with cochlear implant (37 boys and 23 
girls) were selected randomly. The age of these 
children ranged from 2 years and 3 months old 
to 6 years and 5 months old. The results were 
analyzed using correlation of items with total 
score, construct validity, and internal consis-
tency. 

Results: The correlation coefficients of items 
with the total score were significant in all cases. 
The results of factor analysis indicated that the 
scale consists of one factor which totally expl-
ains 65% of the variance. The Chronabch’s 
alpha coefficient for the whole inventory was 
calculated as 0.95. 
Conclusion: According to the results obtained 
from the present study, it seems that the Persian 
version of the FAPCI enjoys acceptable psycho-
metric properties and it can be used for evalu-
ating the communication performance of pre-
school children. 
Keywords: Communication performance; 
cochlear implant; psychometric properties; 
children 
 
Introduction 
Hearing impairment is defined based on the 
degree of impairment, the age in which the 
impairment occurs, and the type of the impair-
ment. Deafness means the hearing loss to the 
extent that a child, whether with earphone  
or without it, cannot process linguistic infor-
mation via hearing [1]. This disorder is the most 
common neurosensory impairment in human 
beings, and its prevalence rate is estimated as 
one to three cases per 1000 live births, about 
one per 1000 cases suffers from severe bilateral 
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hearing loss (70 dB or more), and about three 
cases per 1000 children suffer from 30 dB or 
more hearing loss [2]. In the etiology of this 
disorder, different hypotheses have been presen-
ted, which in general, a combination of environ-
mental and genetic effects can be referred to. 
The denial of entry of preliminary hearing in 
children with hearing defects does not only pre-
vent the development of abilities of perceiving 
and producing speech, but also causes delay in 
other developmental skills [3]. Specialists beli-
eve that deafness is something more than a 
hearing impairment and it can be a social reality 
which influences the whole life of a person [4]. 
When hearing loss is serious at birth, infants’ 
perception and interpretation of the world are 
deeply influenced. The child who has not access 
to oral communication and visual information, 
has to communicate with others in a different 
way [5]. In other words, children who suffer 
from hearing loss cannot hear the continuous 
and repeated flow of linguistic interactions in 
their environment and unlike children with 
natural hearing cannot experience a lot of lingu-
istic stimuli available in his environment in the 
first years of their lives. 
One of the promising treatments which recently 
has been presented for children with hearing 
loss is cochlear implant. Cochlear implant is a 
new technology of hearing equipment and an 
accepted therapeutic method for children with 
hearing loss which cannot use hearing aids [6]. 
The implanted cochlear is an auditory prosthesis 
which is implanted in the inner ear via surgery, 
and stimulates auditory nerve fibers for extract-
ing hearing sense in individuals suffering from 
severe and profound neurosensorial hearing loss 
[7,8]. One of the main objectives of performing 
cochlear implant for parents, specialist, and 
tutors is that children can realize their needs by 
verbal communicative skills. In fact, verbal 
communicative skills are bases for children’s 
development in academic achievement, langu-
age development, social and quality of life in 
adulthood [9]. Principles and methods used in 
the rehabilitation of children with cochlear 
implants are mostly conducted with the obj-
ective of communicative and linguistic skills 

[10]. The results obtained from different studies 
indicate that using cochlear implant and rehab-
ilitation training programs conducted after it, 
result in the development of communication, 
linguistic, and verbal skills in children 
[11,12,13]. 
Learning spoken language is surely one of  
the most important factors in fostering and 
developing children’s personality and their 
social and academic lives. Previous studies 
conducted on acquiring spoken language in 
children have shown that learning a language 
starts from primary auditory skills, i.e. exploring 
voices and then continues towards more 
complicated skills such as distinction, iden-
tification, and perception which finally results in 
acquiring a language [14]. Spoken language is 
the basis of communication in which speech is 
applied for transforming thoughts and meanings 
(pragmatics) [15]. Using valid instrument for 
evaluating communicative skills and children’s 
development, customizing rehabilitation thera-
pies, and investigating factors affecting the 
success of cochlear implant is particularly 
important. 
Accordingly, one of the simple and valid 
instruments recently designed and developed is 
the Functioning after Pediatric Cochlear Impl-
antation (FAPCI) instrument which is a per-
formance scale based on parental reports and 
includes 23 questions with no sub-scales. This 
inventory was designed by Lin et al. [15] based 
on the International Classification of Func-
tioning (ICF), disability, and health: ICF. 
FAPCI evaluates the commination performance 
of pre-school children with cochlear implants 
using behavioral examples of children’s daily 
activities. The primary form of this scale had  
56 questions which after conducting some 
investigations by Lin et al., 33 items were 
excluded from the inventory due to their 
inappropriateness of psychometric properties. 
This scale was scored according to the five-
point Likert scale in which three answering 
methods are available. Questions based on 
frequency with responses in the form of 
“never”, “rarely”, “sometimes”, “frequently”, 
and “always”. Questions based on quantity with 
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responses in the form of “almost none” (0 to 
4%), “few almost” (5 to 24%), “some” (24 to 
49%), “most” (50 to 95%), and “almost all” (96-
100%). Questions based on behavioral and 
performance examples were ranked into five 
levels each of which includes a behavioral 
example. The scoring for this scale was in  
the form of values from 0 to 4. The minimum 
score for each child in this scale was zero and 
the maximum was 115. Score zero is the 
minimum score (the least level of comm-
unication performance) and score 115 is the 
maximum score (the highest level of communi-
cation performance). This scale is standardized 
appropriately and its validity and reliability 
were confirmed by Lin et al. The validity of this 
scale, construct validity, content validity and 
criterion validity of its resource were investi-
gated by Lin et al. which all indicated to the 
positive results and high correlation. The 
internal consistency of the total scale was 
calculated as 0.86 using Chronbach’s alpha 
[15]. 
Most of the instruments used for evaluating pre-
school children with cochlear implants are 
instruments in the field of perceiving and 
producing speech and language, and most of 
them are administered by specialists and tutors 
in centers and clinics of cochlear implant [16]. 
However, clinical and research experiences have 
shown that some of these instruments may  
not completely exhibit children’s communi-
cation performance in real life situations [15]. In 
other words, how a pre-school child with 
cochlear implant behaves in clinics and centers 
specialized for evaluating children with cochlear 
implants may be different with how the child 
behaves outside evaluation centers or at home 
[17]. In addition, there are a limited number of 
performance instruments which have been 
particularly designed for children with cochlear 
implants, or are compatible with necessary 
variables for the performance of children with 
cochlear implants [15]. Although for clinical 
investigation and research, techniques of obs-
ervation and coding for evaluating the com-
munication performance of children with coch-
lear implants are accurate and valid, in practice 

this method is expensive and time-consuming 
and it may face some difficulties [15,17]. 
Considering that in Iran and a lot of other 
societies, children spend a major part of  
their time with parents; therefore, parents are 
rich resources of information for their children 
[15]. Experts and researchers of the domain of 
children with cochlear implants require accurate 
and valid instruments for evaluating communi-
cation performance of children with cochlear 
implants and should be aware of their deve-
lopment. Keeping in mind that this scale  
only has 23 questions, the time required for 
completing the questionnaire is between 5 to  
10 minutes; therefore, it can provide suitable 
information about the communication per-
formance of children with cochlear implants in a 
short period of time. In addition, the advantage 
of this scale is that a series of information  
can be obtained via examples of everyday 
activities. This feature prevents the possibility 
of different personal interpretations since 
questions have single interpretation for different 
individuals. Regarding the fact that the psycho-
metric properties of this scale has not be investi-
gated in Persian-speaking children yet, in the 
present study, our aim is to translate and make 
this scale culturally compatible, and then invest-
igate the psychometric properties of the per-
formance of children after cochlear implant-
ation. 
 
Methods 
The present study is a test development 
research. Regarding the fact that the FAPCI 
scale has not been translated in Iran yet; 
therefore, after obtaining permission from the 
designers of the main FAPCI scale, the process 
of its domestication was started. The Persian 
version of the FAPCI was investigated during 
three stages and according to the International 
Quality of Life Assessment: IQOLA [18]. 
Accordingly, at first, two Persian translators 
who were proficient in translating these kinds of 
texts provided two separate Persian translations 
of the English version of the scale. Then the 
translators were asked to score the translation on 
a 100-degree scale in terms of its difficulty. The 
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score 0 indicates that translating was easy while 
score 100 indicates that it was difficult. A 
primary Persian version of the two mentioned 
translations, considering the best translation 
available for each item, was obtained by resea-
rchers. In the next stage, the two translators 
back-translated the final Persian version into 
English. After this stage, the main English 
version was compared to the English version 
obtained from back-translation in terms of 
transparency, not using specialized terms, com-
patibility with Iranian culture, and not changing 
concepts available in the main version. Finally, 
after being edited by an MSc student of Persian 
language, the final version of the scale was 
prepared. To investigate the face validity of the 
scale, the ideas and comments of experts (three 
professors at the Faculty of Psychology and 
Educational Sciences of University of Isfahan 
and three speech therapists in the Cochlear 
Implant Center in Al-Zahra Hospital (Isfahan, 
Iran) were collected. Then, the original version 
of the inventory, its translated versions, the 
back-translation, and the action plan were 
submitted to them and they were asked to study 
these versions and apply their comments 
regarding the relatedness of each question to the 
performance and features of children with 
cochlear implants and the appropriateness of the 
items. In this stage, some changes were made to 
the form of questions and examples in 
comparison with the original scale and a number 
of questions were presented in simple forms. 
Then, to supply the face validity, the scale was 
submitted to 10 mothers having children with 
cochlear implants in order to investigate the 
perception of all individuals regarding the 
content of items and the situation which should 
be drawn by reading each item. In this stage, by 
conducting interviews, some items were con-
sidered as vague; therefore, they were revised. 
The Persian version of the Functioning after 
Pediatric Cochlear Implantation instrument is 
presented in Appendix 1. 
The target population of this study was all of the 
children who had undergone cochlear implant 
surgery in Al Zahra Hospital (Isfahan, Iran). 
Among this population, 60 children (37 boys 

and 23 girls) who had at least 9 months of 
experience of using cochlear implant prosthesis 
[15] were selected by the random sampling 
method. The inclusion criteria of the study were 
as follows: being 2 years old and above, and 
passage of 9 months after cochlear implant 
surgery. Also their parents had to have a 
tendency to cooperate in the study and fully 
complete the questionnaire. Exclusion criteria 
were as follows: blindness, children with mental 
or physical-motor disabilities, autism spectrum 
disorder, hyperactivity along with impairment 
and emotional-behavioral disorders. These chil-
dren were investigated by a master of psycho-
logy and education of children with special 
needs and also by referring to their files 
available in the center. In the last stage, the 
amended scale was conducted on 60 parents 
having children with cochlear implants. To 
conduct the present research, firstly, the aim of 
conducting the research was explained to 
mothers and their consents to participate were 
obtained. Mothers of subjects were assured that 
the extracted information and their names will 
remain confidential. Then, the characteristics of 
each of the subjects were recorded and their 
evaluations were conducted individually at the 
center of cochlear implant of Al-Zahra Hospital. 
In all stages of doing the research, moral 
considerations were observed. Evaluations and 
related interviews were simple and without any 
harm to individuals. In addition, it had no cost 
for the participants. In cases that during sessions 
of evaluations and interviews, an individual did 
not want to continue, he or she was allowed to 
leave. 
To investigate the correlation of items with total 
score, Pearson correlation coefficient was used. 
To investigate the construct validity and deter-
mine the factor structure of the investigated 
scale, exploratory factor analysis with the 
method of principal component analysis and 
Varimax with the coefficient K=0.05 were con-
ducted. To find out that whether the matrix of 
correlation among items of the FAPCI scale has 
sufficient relevance for factor analysis, the 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling ade-
quacy: KMO and Bartlett’s test of sphericity 
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were used. In this analysis, factors with 
eigenvalues higher than 1 were considered as 
main factors. To investigate the internal 
consistency of the FAPCI, Chronbach’s alpha 
and split-half technique were used. To inv-
estigate the normality distribution of data, 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov nonparametric test and 
Shapiro-Wilk test were used. Data analysis was 
conducted using SPSS 22. The significance 
level of the test was considered as α=0.05. 
 
Results 
The age range of children was between 2 years 
and 3 months old to 6 years and 5 months old, 
and their mean age was 5 years and 4 months 
old. 23 (38.33%) children were girls and 37 
(61.67%) of them were boys. Demographic 
properties of the children with cochlear implant 
are presented in Table 1. The obtained scores of 
the FAPCI were in the range of 26 to 111 with 
mean scores of 76.60 and standard deviation of 
25.58. The results obtained from the correlation 
between demographic properties of the sample 
size and the total score of the inventory indicate 
that there is a positive and significant corre-
lation between the FAPCI and age (r=0.48, 
p≤0.001), and age at the time of surgery 
(r=0.39, p≤0.001) and the duration of using 
cochlear implant prosthesis (r=0.52, p≤0.001). 
To compare the mean scores of girls and boys, 
independent t-test was used. The results indi-
cated that there is no significant difference 
between the mean scores of girls and boys in the 
FAPCI (t≤0.17, p≤0.86). 
Considering the results obtained from the face 
validity, the understanding of all participants 

about the content of questions and the situation 
which should be prepared when reading each 
question for individuals were compatible with 
the original scale. Only some of the parents and 
experts had difficulties with items 2, 6, 7, 8, 11, 
13, 14, 17, 21, 22, 23; therefore, some modifi-
cations were adopted in the form of these items 
(Table 2). 
To investigate the analysis of the materials of 
the questionnaire, the correlation between item-
total score of FAPCI scale was calculated. The 
correlation coefficients of items with the total 
score were significant in all cases and varied in 
the range of 0.73 to 0.89. Therefore, in this 
stage, no item was deleted. 
To investigate the construct validity of the 
FAPCI scale, the exploratory factor analysis 
was used. The value of the KMO for the present 
study is equal to 0.92 which indicates the 
sampling adequacy. Therefore, the sample size 
for this analysis was adequate. The value of 
Bartlett’s test of sphericity is equal to 
X2=1494.214 (p≤0.001, df=25). The results ind-
icated that conducting factor analysis for the 
obtained data is justifiable. To conduct an appr-
opriate factor analysis in the sampling adequacy 
test values of 0.60 and higher are required and it 
can be claimed that the data are appropriate for 
factor analysis when the value of the Bartlett’s 
test of sphericity is acceptable at the signifi-
cance level. The results obtained from the factor 
analysis indicate that only in one case the 
special value which is related to the analysis of 
main components was higher than 1 which 
explains 65% of the variance of the scale. 
Therefore, the mentioned analysis indicates that 

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of children with cochlear implant 
 

 Mean (SD) 

Properties Boy Girl Total 

Age (year) 5.3 (1.1) 5.4 (0.9) 5.4 (1.1) 

Age at surgery (year) 3.2 (0.7) 3.3 (0.6) 3.3 (0.7) 

The duration of using cochlear 
implant prosthesis (year) 

1.9 (0.8) 1.7 (0.6) 1.8 (1.0) 
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the scale is filled with one factor which explains 
65% of the desired variance. These results are 
consistent with the main version of the scale 
designed by Lin et al [15]. The factor loadings 

related to each item based on the single-factor 
model is presented in Table 3. 
In this study, to investigate the internal con-
sistency of the FAPCI sale, the Cronbach’s 

Table 2. Original and modified items in cultural adaptation scale of the Persian version of Functioning 
after pediatric cochlear implantation instrument 

 

No. of item Modified items Original items 

2 How often does your child appropriately answer simple 
questions presented in SPOKEN language WITHOUT visual 
cues? 

How much does your child answers correctly to simple 
questions? 

6 How often does your child use the negative in a 2-3 word 
SPOKEN phrase? 

How often does your child use expressions with 2-3 
negative words? 

7 How often does your child correctly use pronouns in SPOKEN 
language? (for example, “We go to school”, “She took it” 

How often does your child use correct forms of 
pronouns?  (for example, “We go to school”, “He/she 
smiles.”) 

8 How often does your child correctly use prepositions in 
SPOKEN language? 

How often does your child use correct forms of 
prepositions? 

11 How much of your child’s speech (any sounds or words that 
your child produces) would an adult who is not familiar with 
your child understand? 

How much of your child’s speech can a stranger 
understand? 

13 How many people’s names does your child use in SPOKEN 
language? (For example, your child says “Mom”, “Grandma”, 
“Uncle Frank”) 

How many individuals can your child name when he is 
speaking? (For example, your child says “Mom”, 
“Grandma”, “Uncle mohammad”) 

14 Which statement best describes your child’s singing? (for 
example, “Itsy-bitsy spider”, “Row, row, row your boat”) 

Which expression describes you child’s singing in the 
best way? (For example, ye tup daram ghelgheliyeh, 
sorkh o sefid o abiyeh…) 

17 How many of the following types of words/phrases does your 
child use in SPOKEN language? Grammar is not important. 
- Words to describe color or size (for example, your child says 
“red ball” or “big car”) 
- Numbers to describe how many (for example, three dogs, two 
cars) 
- Words to describe quantity (for example, lots of cars, all 
gone, many) 
- Plural endings (for example, cars , books, cookies) 
- Possessive endings (for example, Nick’s toy, Mom’s car) 

How many does your child use the following words and 
expressions in his/her speeches? 
- Words to describe color or size (for example, your 
child says “red ball” or “big car”) 
- Numbers to describe how many (for example, three 
dogs, two cars) 
- Words to describe quantity (for example, lots of cars, 
all gone, many) 
- Plural endings (for example, cars , books, cookies) 
- Possessive endings (for example, Mehdi’s toy, Mom’s 
car) 

21 When using the telephone with a familiar caller (for example, 
with a parent or grandparent), my child is able to understand… 

When my child speaks with a familiar person (such as 
his/her parents, grandparents, etc.) by phone… 

22 Given an UNLIMITED set of possible choices, how many age-
appropriate items would your child be able to POINT TO when 
they are presented in SPOKEN language WITHOUT visual 
cues? (For example, when in the kitchen, you ask “Where’s the 
oven? Your backpack? The dog?”) 

How many questions does your child can answer when 
several questions are asked simultaneously? (For 
example, when in the kitchen, you ask “Where’s the 
oven? Where’s the refrigerator? The glass?”) 

23 How many age-appropriate 2-step SPOKEN commands 
presented WITHOUT visual cues does your child understand? 
(for example, “Put on your shoes and jacket”, “Put away your 
toys and wash your hands”) 

How many age-appropriate 2-step requests can your 
child understand if simultaneously several requests are 
asked from him/her?  (For example, instructions such as 
“dress your shirt and pants up” and “collect your toys 
and wash your hands”) 
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alpha coefficients were used. Accordingly, 
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of the data were 
calculated. The obtained alpha coefficients for 
different items were in the range of 0.97 to 0.98. 
The alpha coefficient of the whole scale was 
equal to 0.95 (Table 4). In addition, the internal 
consistency of the scale was calculated using the 
split-half method. The split-half coefficient for 

the first half of the data was equal to 0.96 and 
for the second half was equal to 0.95. The 
correlation between the two halves was 0.89. 
These findings show the acceptable internal 
consistency coefficients of the FAPCI scale. 
 
Discussion 
The purpose of this study was to investigate 

Table 3. Items and factor loading for the Persian version of functioning after pediatric cochlear 
implantation instrument 

 

Row Questions (items) Factor loading 

1 How often does your child react to the speeches of those around him/her?   0.82 

2 How often does your child answers correctly to simple questions?    0.83 

3 How often does your child Talk about his/her experiences during the day or about a past event using simple 
sentences? 

0.90 

4 How often does your child ask simple questions?  0.79 

5 How often does your child use past test in his/her speech? 0.88 

6 How often does your child use expressions with 2-3 negative words? 0.81 

7 How often does your child use correct forms of pronouns?   0.78 

8 How often does your child use correct forms of prepositions?  0.79 

9 How often does your child Initiate a spoken conversation with another child? 0.78 

10 When you point to different items and want your child to name them, how many items does he/she can name?  0.78 

11 How much of your child’s speech can a stranger understand?  0.79 

12 How does your child typically respond when greeted by a familiar person? 0.82 

13 How many individuals can your child name when he is speaking?   0.73 

14 Which statement best describes your child’s singing? 0.75 

15 What is the MAIN way that your child communicates his/her wants when NOT coached by an adult? 0.89 

16 How many does your child use the following words and expressions in his/her speeches? What, where, why, 
etc.  

0.81 

17 How many does your child use the following words and expressions in his/her speeches? Color, number, etc. 0.89 

18 When riding in a car, my child is able to understand… 0.78 

19 When listening from a different room of the house, my child is able to understand… 0.74 

20 When in a noisy environment (for example, while speaking face-to-face with your child at a birthday party), my 
child is able to understand… 

0.83 

21 When my child speaks with a familiar person (such as his/her parents, grandparents, etc.) by phone… 0.81 

22 How many questions does your child can answer when several questions are asked simultaneously?  0.80 

23 How many requests can your child understand if simultaneously several requests are asked from him/her?   0.77 
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psychometric properties of the Persian version 
of the communication performance evaluation 
of cochlear implanted children inventory which 
were designed by Lin et al. [15] in 2007 based 
on the ICF, disability, and health: ICF. The 
present study is significant because via investi-
gating and confirming the psychometric charact-
eristics of the FAPCI scale, the conceptual 
concepts and construct of the ICF can be 

operationalized. Afterwards, interested research-
ers, by applying the FAPCI scale to different 
groups of children with cochlear implants,  
can evaluate their communicative skills. 
Another significance of the present research is 
the appropriate characteristics of the FAPCI 
scale. This scale is a questionnaire which 
despite having few items can evaluate deep  
and comprehensive perception of individuals’ 

Table 4. Internal consistency of the Persian version of functioning after pediatric cochlear 
implantation instrument 

 

Questions Corrected item-total correlation Cronbach's alpha if item deleted 

1 0.80 0.97 

2 0.82 0.97 

3 0.82 0.97 

4 0.77 0.97 

5 0.86 0.97 

6 0.79 0.97 

7 0.75 0.97 

8 0.77 0.97 

9 0.75 0.97 

10 0.76 0.97 

11 0.77 0.97 

12 0.80 0.97 

13 0.71 0.98 

14 0.73 0.98 

15 0.88 0.97 

16 0.78 0.97 

17 0.88 0.97 

18 0.80 0.97 

19 0.71 0.98 

20 0.80 0.97 

21 0.79 0.97 

22 0.78 0.97 

23 0.74 0.98 
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communicative performance. In addition, it 
enjoys a very powerful factor structure. 
Determining face validity is one of the main 
requirements of each new test. When the final 
translation of the scale with 23 questions was 
investigated, the face validity was investigated 
by the experts. Formally, except few modifi-
cations in a few questions, there was no impor-
tant deficit in the scale and none of the partici-
pants had major difficulty understanding the 
questions. Approximately, the scale was intere-
sting to the participants and this issue indicates 
the face validity of the scale. In the study of Lin 
et al., face validity and content validity of the 
scale were investigated by three audiologists 
and 14 parents of children with cochlear 
implants. The obtained results indicated that this 
scale has acceptable face validity and content 
validity [15]. In the Brazilian version [19] and 
German one [20], researchers indicated that this 
scale enjoys appropriate face and content 
validity. 
High correlation between the items and the total 
score (Intraclass correlation efficient: ICE) in 
the present research indicates the convergent 
validity. In other words, these results indicate 
the fact that each item in the related items has 
been appropriate and all items evaluate and 
investigate a common structure determining the 
construct validity of the FAPCI. 
To investigate the construct validity of the 
FAPCI, factor analysis was used. The results of 
the factor analysis indicated that in this inven-
tory, only one factor was bigger than 1 which 
totally explains the variance of 65%. Factor 
loading of the questions was appropriate. These 
results are consistent with the research of Lin et 
al. [15] which indicated that the FAPCI is 
constructed of one factor which totally explains 
the variance of 50%. 
To investigate the internal consistency of the 
inventory, Chronbach’s alpha coefficient was 
used. The coefficient was 0.97 for the whole 
scale. Lin et al. reported internal consistency of 
the scale as 0.86 which indicates the consistency 
of the original one with the Persian version. The 
Chronbach’s alpha coefficient in the Brazilian 
version was 0.97 and in the German version was 

0.86. The split-half coefficient for the first half 
was 0.96 and for the second half was 0.95. The 
correlation between the two halves was 0.89 
which indicates that this scale has acceptable 
internal consistency. The correlation coefficient 
of 0.89 between the two halves is a very appro-
priate coefficient because in scientific resources, 
the coefficient of 0.70 is considered an appro-
priate coefficient for a test [21]. 
The present study which can operationalize the 
concepts and constructs of communicating for 
children with cochlear implants in the Iranian 
society via investigating and confirming the 
psychometric properties of the FAPCI scale, is 
consisted significant. After that, the interested 
researcher, by applying the FAPCI scale to 
different groups of children with cochlear impl-
ants can evaluate their communicative skills. 
Another significant aspect of this research can 
be represented by considering the appropriate 
characteristics of the scale, because the FAPCI 
scale is a self-assessment questionnaire and  
in spite of having few items can provide 
comprehensive and deep perception of indi-
viduals’ communicative performance. In addi-
tion, it enjoys a very powerful factor structure. 
These characteristics (briefness and shortness of 
the questionnaire) are in line with confirmations 
of experts of psychometrics who believe that 
briefness and shortness of questionnaires, in 
case of retaining their reliability and validity at 
favorable levels, result in the increase in their 
efficiency in research and clinical domains and 
add to their privileges and strengths [22]. 
Lengthy questionnaires usually engender prob-
lems for researchers in the stage of conducting 
the research. This is because a lot of subjects are 
not highly motivated or sufficiently patient for 
completing and answering lengthy questionn-
aires [23]. Among the limitations of the present 
study, one can refer to the lack of cooperation of 
some of the parents, using a group of cochlear 
implanted children solely from Al Zahra Hos-
pital (Isfahan, Iran), and also not using the test-
retest method for calculating the reliability of 
the questionnaire. Therefore, the researchers 
should be cautious in generalization of the 
results of the present study to other groups and 
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populations. 
It is suggested that clinical psychologists and 
psychiatrists, by evaluating communicative 
skills of children with cochlear implants and 
presenting appropriate treatment interventions, 
provide required grounds for more rapid impro-
vement of these individuals. In addition, further 
research for providing percentage scores, stan-
dard scores, cut-off points, sensitivity and 
characteristics of the scale and also calculating 
the reliability using test-retest method is among 
the suggestions of the present study. As men-
tioned, in the present study, a group of children 
who referred to the center for cochlear implant 
of Al-Zahra Hospital was used; therefore, in 
generalizing the results of the present study to 
other groups, cautions should be considered. 
Further, the results of the present study, as the 
results of other questionnaire researches, have 
limitations such as researchers’ tendency to 
social desirability and the difficulty of accessing 
to honest answers. 
 
Conclusion 
Regarding the obtained results, the FAPCI scale 
enjoys high levels of psychometric properties; 
therefore, it can be a valid instrument for 
evaluating the communication performance of 
the pre-school children with cochlear implants. 
Since the evaluation and treatment of this group 
of children have close relationships with each 
other, to obtain appropriate results of rehabi-
litation, accurate and comprehensive evaluation 
seems important. Therefore, evaluation and ide-
ntification of the communication performance 
of children with cochlear implants is considered 
as an important basis for the selection and 
presentation of therapeutic methods appropriate 
to their abilities and needs. Therefore, for princ-
ipled and purposive foundation of rehabilitation 
intervention, applying standard instruments such 
as the FAPCI seems necessary. 
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Appendix 1. The Persian version of functioning after pediatric cochlear implantation instrument. 
  

  کودکان پس از کاشت حلزونسنجش عملکرد 

  مادر گرامی

در قسمت زیر تعدادي از رفتارهاي شایعی که کودکان دارند، آمده است. لطفاً هر عبارت را با دقت بخوانید و براساس رفتار فرزندتان 

بهترین پاسخ در هر عبارت  و سپس دور» در فرزند شما این رفتار در چه حدي وجود دارد«بندي نمایید. براي هر عبارت از خود بپرسید  درجه

  دایره بکشید.

  
  به تمام عبارات پاسخ دهید لطفاً

  

  

  ..................سن مادر:      .................. :تاریخ کاشت حلزون: ..................     سن پدر     ..................تاریخ تولد کودك: 

  ........................میزان درآمد خانواده:    ........................کودك:  جنس   ........................: یلات مادرتحص  تحصیلات پدر: ........................ 

  

  قسمت اول

ره
ما

ش
  

چ  ها پرسش
هی

 
اه

گ
ت  

در
ه ن

ب
ت  

قا
او

ی 
اه

گ
  

ت
قا

او
ر 

کث
ا

  

شه
می

ه
  

1 

براي (دهد؟  شنود، واکنش نشان می میهاي اطرافش  طور تصادفی از صحبت هایی که به تان به عبارت چقدر کودك

گوید  طور کلامی می شود و با اشاره و یا به زده می و از خود واکنش نشان داده و هیجان »بستنی«گویید  شنود که شما می میتان  کودك مثال،

  )»من بستنی می خوام«که 

1  2  3  4  5  

2  

  هد؟د ساده، پاسخ صحیح می اه پرسش طور مناسب به تان به چقدر کودك

  »خواهی یک فیلم سینمایی تماشا کنی؟ می«یا  »خواهی یا شیر؟ آبمیوه می«پرسید  تان می هنگامی که از کودك براي مثال،(

  دهد). صحبت کردن پاسخ می و یادهد، و یا اینکه با اشاره  تأیید تکان می ۀسرش را به نشان

1  2  3  4  5  

3  
افتد یا وقایع گذشته صحبت  د وقایعی که در طول روز اتفاق میتان با استفاده از جملات ساده در مور چقدر کودك

  )»من و مامان فوتبال بازي کردیم«یا  »من دیروز یک ساندویچ خوردم«؟ (براي مثال، کند می
1  2  3  4  5  

4  
  پرسد؟ طور شفاهی سوالات ساده می چقدر کودك شما به

  )»ایم قصه بخوانی؟توانی بر می«یا  »توانم بیشتر شیر بخورم؟ می« براي مثال،(
1  2  3  4  5  

5  
  کند؟ چقدر کودك شما در گفتارش از زمان گذشته استفاده می

  )»من چیپس خوردم«یا  »من با مادربزرگ صحبت کردم« براي مثال،(
1  2  3  4  5  

6  
  کند؟ هستند، استفاده می منفیة واژ 3 - 2هایی که داراي  تان از عبارت چه اندازه کودك

  ).»این کار را نکن«، »خواهم یمن نم«، براي مثال(
1  2  3  4  5  

7  
  کند؟ تان از ضمایر درست استفاده می چه اندازه کودك

  )»زند او لبخند می«،  »رویم ما به مدرسه می«(براي مثال، 
1  2  3  4  5  

8  
  کند؟ تان از حروف اضافه درست استفاده می چه اندازه کودك

  )»یوانم روي میز استل«، »ام زیر میز است بازي اسباب«(براي مثال، 
1  2  3  4  5  

9  
  تان آغازکننده صحبت با کودکان دیگر است؟ چه اندازه کودك

  کند) اش صحبت می بازي جدیدش با همکلاسی تان در مورد اسباب (براي مثال، کودك
1  2  3  4  5  
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  قسمت دوم

10  

  تواند به زبان آورد؟ را می ء، کودك شما نام چند شیخواهید نام آن را بگوید تان می کنید و از کودك هنگامی که به چیزي اشاره می

  )»این چیه؟«پرسید:  کنید و از او می شما به یک گوجه فرنگی، میز یا تلفن اشاره می براي مثال؛(

  %)4-0کدام ( تقریباً هیچ .1

  %)24- 5تعداد کمی از اشیا ( .2

  %)49-25بعضی از اشیا ( .3

 %)95-50بسیاري از اشیا ( .4

  %)100-96تقریباً همه اشیا ( .5

11  

  تان توسط فردي که با او آشنا نیست، فهمیده شود؟ چه مقدار از گفتار کودك

  %)4-0کدام ( تقریباً هیچ .1

  %)24-5مقدار کمی از آنها ( .2

  %)49- 25بعضی از آنها ( .3

 %)95-50بسیاري از آنها ( .4

  %)100-96تقریباً همه آنها ( .5

12  

  کند؟ ا او برخورد میکند، چگونه ب تان با فرد آشنایی ملاقات می وقتی کودك

  بیند) تان مادربزرگ و یا یکی از دوستان نزدیک خانوادگی را می هنگامی که کودك براي مثال؛(

 زند) دهد یا لبخند می کند (براي مثال، دست تکان می تنها از اشاره و حالت چهره استفاده می .1

 کند تنها از اشاره استفاده می .2

 )»سلام« ةواژ ل،براي مثاکند ( از یک واژه استفاده می .3

 )»سلام دایی محمد« براي مثال،کند ( از دو یا سه واژه استفاده می .4

  سلام مادربزرگ، ممکن است برایم کتاب بخوانی؟) براي مثال،کند ( از زبان گفتاري پیچیده استفاده می .5

13  

  )»دایی محمد«، »مادربزرگ«، »مادر«(براي مثال، د؟ ورتواند به زبان بیا تان در هنگام صحبت کردن، نام چند نفر را می کودك

 ها استفاده کند) تان تنها در زبان اشاره بتواند از نام هیچ نامی (براي مثال، ممکن است کودك .1

 نام (براي مثال، مامان و بابا) 2تا  1 .2

 نام (براي مثال، مامان، بابا و سایر اعضاي درجه یک خانواده مانند برادران و خواهران) 5تا  3 .3

 ام (براي مثال، بستگان درجه یک و چند خویشاوند / دوست دیگر)ن 10تا  5 .4

  تان با آنها در تماس است) افرادي که کودكۀ نام (براي مثال، نام تقریباً هم 10بیش از  .5

14  

  بیه...).(براي مثال، یه توپ دارم قل قلیه ... سرخ و سفید و آکند؟  تان را توصیف می کدام عبارت به بهترین شکل آوازخواندن کودك

  ام.  تا به حال او را در حال آواز خواندن ندیده .1

  کند. ها، زیر لب زمزمه می بدون استفاده از واژه .2

  خواند. ة قابل فهم آواز میبا چند واژ .3

  هایش هنگام آوازخواندن اغلب قابل فهم هستند، اما فاقد نواك هستند. واژه .4

  واك هستند. هایش هنگام آوازخواندن اغلب قابل فهم و داراي ن واژه .5

15  

  تان به کمک یک بزرگسال نیاز دارد، روش اصلی ابراز او به چه صورت است؟ هنگامی که کودك

  کند) و یا اینکه بسیار احساس گرما می خواهد به دستشویی برود (براي مثال، نیاز به شیر دارد، می

  کند). کند و گریه می اي می بیند، به آن اشاره می وقتی کلوچهکند؛  شود، گریه می کند (براي مثال، وقتی گرمش می از اشاره استفاده می .1

  کند) موجود در زبان اشاره براي درخواست کلوچه، استفاده می ۀکند (براي مثال، از نشان از زبان اشاره استفاده می .2

  و ممکن است از زبان اشاره نیز استفاده کند). »شیر«ةه از واژکند (براي مثال، استفاد گفتاري به همراه زبان اشاره و یا بدون زبان اشاره استفاده می ةاز یک واژ .3

  )»گرمم است«، »خواهم وچه میکل«، »خواهم من کلوچه می«، »کلوچه، لطفاً«کند (براي مثال،  ساده به همراه زبان اشاره و یا بدون آن استفاده می ةاز دو یا سه واژ .4

  )»باید به دستشویی بروم«، »اهار یک کلوچه بخورم؟توانم بعد از ن می«زبان گفتاري پیچیده (براي مثال،  .5

16  

  دهد؟ هایش مورد استفاده قرار می ها یا عبارت هاي زیر را در صحبت تان چه تعداد از واژه کودك

  )»چه چیزي؟«یا  »چه؟«گوید،  تان می (براي مثال، کودك چه - 

  )»بازي من کجاست؟ اسباب«، »کجاست؟«(براي مثال، کجا  - 

  )»چرا باید این کار را انجام دهیم؟«ل، (براي مثاچرا  - 

  (براي مثال، رسیدیم؟) سوالات معکوس - 

  (براي مثال،کدامیک مال من است؟) کدامیک - 

  

  درچهار تا پنج مو  .  5               سه مورد    .4               دو مورد    .3               یک مورد   . 2هیچکدام                   .1
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  ادامه ـ قسمت دوم

17  

  دهد؟ هایش مورد استفاده قرار می هاي زیر را در صحبت ها یا عبارت تان چه تعداد از واژه کودك

  )»ماشین بزرگ«یا  »توپ قرمز«گوید،  تان می کنند (براي مثال، کودك را توصیف می رنگ یا اندازههایی که  واژه - 

  دو ماشین) دهند (براي مثال، سه سگ، را نشان می تعدادهایی که  شماره - 

  اند، بسیاري) دهند (براي مثال، تعداد زیادي ماشین، همه رفته را نشان می کمیتهایی که  واژه - 

  ها) ها، کلوچه ها، کتاب (براي مثال، ماشین هاي جمع شناسه - 

 بازي مهدي، ماشین مامان) (براي مثال، اسباب صفات ملکی - 

  

  چهار تا پنج مورد .   5سه مورد                   .4دو مورد                   .3      یک مورد            . 2هیچکدام                   .1

  

  

  قسمت سوم

 دهد؟ تان از گفتار را بدون استفاده از اشارات دیداري نشان کودك دركتواند  یک از شرایط زیر، کدام عبارت به بهترین شکل می در هر

18  

  کودك من هنگامی که در ماشین است ...

  فهمد اصلاً گفتار را نمی .1

  کند) زند و یا صداهایی ایجاد می کند، لبخند می زنیم، مثلاً بالا را نگاه می تواند نام خودش را بفهمد (چون وقتی نامش را صدا می می .2

  )»ماشین پلیس«، »نگاه کن«هاي  اي را بفهمد (براي مثال، عبارت هاي یک یا دو واژه تواند عبارت می .3

  )»اي؟ گرسنه«، »هایت را بردار کتاب«هایی نظیر  ها و دستورهاي ساده را بفهمد (براي مثال، عبارت تواند پرسش می .4

  )»خواهی بکنی؟ وقتی به خانه برگشتیم چکار می«، »کردي؟ در مدرسه چکار می«هایی نظیر  ها و دستورهاي پیچیده را درك کند (براي مثال، عبارت تواند پرسش می .5

19  

  دهد: به صدایی، در اتاق دیگري از خانه گوش می کودك من هنگامی که

  کنیم. اي را در این موقعیت تشخیص دهد و یا اینکه ما به این طریق با هم ارتباط برقرار نمی هتواند هیچ واژ نمی .1

  ه صدایش کرده است را پیدا کند)کند فردي ک و یا اینکه سعی می »چیه؟«زند  در چنین مواقعی فریاد می براي مثال،تواند نام خودش را تشخیص دهد ( می .2

  )»وقت خواب«عبارت  براي مثال،اي را تشخیص دهد ( هاي یک یا چند واژه تواند عبارت می .3

  )»اي؟ گرسنه«، »اتاقت را تمیز کن«هاي  عبارت براي مثال،ها و دستورهاي ساده را تشخیص دهد ( تواند پرسش می .4

  )»هایت را کنار بگذار و بیا اینجا بازي لطفاً اسباب«، »براي ناهار چه دوست داري؟«هاي  عبارت براي مثال،( ها و دستورهاي ساده را تشخیص دهد تواند پرسش می .5

20  

  هاي پرسروصدا (براي مثال، هنگام صحبت کردن رو در رو در یک جشن تولد)، کودك من: در محیط

  تواند گفتار افراد را بفهمد اصلاً نمی .1

  کند) زند و یا صداهایی ایجاد می کند، لبخند می زنیم، مثلاً بالا را نگاه می ون وقتی نامش را صدا میتواند نام خودش را بفهمد (چ می .2

  )»بادکنکت را بردار«، »سر صف بمان«هاي یک یا دو واژه اي را بفهمد (براي مثال،  تواند عبارت می .3

  )»خواهی بازي کنی؟ می«، »خواهی کیک می«ها و دستورهاي ساده را بفهمد (براي مثال،  تواند پرسش می .4

  )»ات را تمام کن و بیا کمی کیک بخوریم نقاشی«، »خواهی بنشینی؟ کجا می«هاي پیچیده را بفهمد (براي مثال،  ها و دستور تواند پرسش می .5

21  

  کند: کودك من هنگامی که با فرد آشنایی (مانند والدین، پدربزرگ و مادربزرگش) به صورت تلفنی صحبت می

  د زبان گفتاري را بفهمد یا هنوز شروع به استفاده از تلفن نکرده است.توان نمی .1

  را بفهمد و به آن پاسخ دهد). »سلام« ةتواند واژ هاي ساده را بفهمد (براي مثال، می تواند نام خودش یا واژه می .2

 است؟) بفهمد. –چطور  –لت هاي ساده را در صورتی که شکلی آرام و شفاف ابراز شده باشند (براي مثال، حا تواند پرسش می .3

  هاي ساده را در صورتی که با سرعتی طبیعی (مانند سرعت گفتگوي رو در رو) ابراز شده باشند، بفهمد. تواند پرسش می .4

  .)»وز در مدرسه چکار کردي؟امر«هایی نظیر این عبارات که  هاي پیچیده را در صورتی که شکلی آرام و شفاف ابراز شده باشند، بفهمد (براي مثال، پرسش تواند پرسش می .5
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  قسمت چهارم

22  

  تواند اشاره کند؟ اي از دستورها داده شود، با توجه به سنش، به چند مورد می تان مجموعه اگر به کودك

  )»سگ کجاست؟«، »ات کجاست؟ کوله پشتی«، »ماهی تابه کجاست«پرسید:  هنگامی که در آشپزخانه هستید، می براي مثال،(

  %)4-0کدام ( تقریباً هیچ .1

  %)24- 5تعداد کمی از اشیا ( .2

  %)49-25بعضی از اشیا ( .3

 %)95-50بسیاري از اشیا ( .4

  %)100-96تقریباً همه اشیا ( .5

23  

  تواند بفهمد؟ اي را می کودك شما، با توجه به سنش، چند دستور دو مرحله

  )»هایت را بشور ا بردار و دستهایت ر بازي اسباب«، »پیراهن و شلوارت را تنت کن«دستورهایی نظیر  براي مثال،(

 کدام هیچ .1

 دو مورد –یک  .2

 پنج مورد –سه  .3

 ده مورد –شش  .4

  مورد 10بیش از  .5

  


